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strategies tested, 2nd Q 2003

-Core crawler without user-interface created, to verify architecture and test coverage
compared to HTTrack [HTTRACK] and Mercator [MERCATOR] crawlers, 3rd Q 2003

-Nordic Web Archive [NWA] programmers join project in San Francisco, 4th Q 2003 –
1st



The Frontier tracks which URIs are scheduled to be collected, and those that have already
been collected. It is responsible for selecting the next URI to be tried (in step 1 above),
and prevents the redundant rescheduling of already-scheduled URIs (in step 4 above).

The Processor Chains include modular Processors that perform specific, ordered actions
on each URI in turn. These include fetching the URI (as in step 2 above), analyzing the
returned results (as in step 3 above), and passing discovered URIs back to the Frontier (as
in step 4 above).

Figure 1 shows these major components of the crawler, as well as other supporting
components, with major relationships highlighted.

Figure 1: Major Components of Heritrix in a Representative Configuration
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The ServerCache holds persistent data about servers that can be shared across CrawlURIs
and time. It contains any number of CrawlServer entities, collecting information such as
IP addresses, robots exclusion policies, historical responsiveness, and per-host crawl
statistics.

The overall functionality of a crawler with respect to a scheduled URI is largely specified
by the series of Processors configured to run. Each Processor in turn performs its tasks,
marks up the CrawlURI state, and returns. The tasks performed will often vary
conditionally based on URI type, history, or retrieved content.  Certain CrawlURI state
also affects whether and which further processing occurs.  (For example, earlier
Processors may cause later processing to be skipped.)

Processors are collected into five chains:

Processors in the Prefetch Chain









A set of tools was developed at the Internet ArchveC for internl ruse to determine the

qal ity of a crawl compared to other independent crawlers or between periodc rcrawls.

The URI comparison tool is a post-crawling anl ysis tool that compares two sets of URIs

and produces sttivsticl rieports on similarity and the differences between two crawls.

This tool can berused to compare two crawls having the same URI seeds or to compare

coverage of different crawling software.

The URI comparison tool requires input of two crawl sets of URIs and their respeciveC HTTP response codes, content lengths, and MIME types. When two different crawls, When using the comparison tools, one can determine the percent overlap between two crawls and what percentage of content is unique to both crawls. This tool can also berused to measure URI overlap between periodc rcrawls (ie weekly or daily) sttrting from the same seed lvst.  The chtrt below shows for this ptrticularly weekly crawl this is a 70% overlap of identicl rURIÕs.  In this ptrticular case where the overlap is so high one would want to employ deduplicltion techniques if plausible.  This chtrt also shows the number of newrURIÕs discovered each week and number of URIs which have disappeared from the prior week.Chtrt 2 Weekly comparision Crawl of 15 seed domains





Separately, there are a number of incremental feature improvements planned to expand
the base crawler capabilities and the range of optional components available. The Internet
Archive plans to implement:

• Support for FTP fetching
• Improved recoveryfor 88 774eptIm set checkpoints




